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1. INTRODUCTION 
Two topics are considered in this paper. One is the relation between 
exponential dichotomy (see (2.1) of certain linear differential or difference 
systems and the spectrum of associated self-adjoint linear differential 
operators L. The other is gap-labelling for these operators; that is, a 
systematic way of enumerating the open intervals in the resolvent of L. 
The relation between spectrum and dichotomy has received a good deal 
of attention. In particular, exponential dichotomy for the linear system 
du 
- = u(t) u, 
dt 
UEW 
is known to be equivalent to invertibility of (d/dt) - a(t) on a large class of 
function spaces, including spaces of continuous functions and L’ functions 
(see, e.g., Massera and Schaefer [24], Coppel [S]). However, the 
L*-spaces are not included, and it seems that the first L*-invertibility result 
(for certain Bohr almost periodic coefficients a(t)) is in Shubin [33]. Later, 
results of Sacker and Sell [28,30] and Selgrade [32] were used to show 
[20] that L*-invertibility for the recurrent Schrbdinger operator 
is equivalent to exponential dichotomy for the corresponding system 
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We will consider three operators: Li, and 
Here a(t) is a real 2 x 2 matrix with trace zero. For convenience, we will 
assume that g(t) and a(t) are bounded uniformly continuous functions of 
the real variable t, though our conclusions are valid under considerably 
more general circumstances [21]. The function VO: Z + R need only be 
bounded. We view L2 as an operator on L3(R, C’), and L, as an operator 
on L’(Z). 
The operators Lj may be expressed as systems S, (i= 1, 2, 3): S, is as 
above, and 
S&[u(t)+( “, #4, 
s,: u, + , = 
( 
0 1 
-1 -a+ V,(n) ) un7 
u,= $I!-1 . 
( ) h, 
We will show that A is in the resolvent of L, if and only if the 
corresponding system Si = s,(A) has exponential dichotomy. Moreover we 
analyse the half-line operators L,* on (0, + co) with suitable boundary con- 
ditions at zero. We use a result of Hartman [ 161 to show that, if the poten- 
tial q(r), a(t), V,,(n) has a minimal hull (Sect. 6), then the essential spec- 
trum L,+ or L,- equals the dichotomy set of Si. This result was proved for 
Lf in [20], but some details are left out there. We also show that, if the 
potential is positively or negatively Poisson recurrent (Sect. 6), then the 
spectrum of the full-line operator Li is purely essential (no isolated eigen- 
values). This is a nontrivial generalization of a result of Ishii [lS] and 
Pastur [27]. 
The second topic, that of gap-labelling, is newer. It was studied for the 
almost periodic Schrijdinger operator L, by Johnson and Moser [22]. 
They labelled the gaps using the rotation number 
e(t) cc(A) = - lim -, e(t) = arg u(t), A E R. 
t-co t 
In [3], Bellissard-Lima-Testard made the striking observation that the 
gaps for both L, and L, are labelled by the image of the dimension 
homomorphism of a certain crossed-point C*-algebra. They relied on 
papers of Connes [7] and Shubin [34]. Then, Delyon-Souillard [9] and 
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Herman [ 171 showed how gap-labelling for almost-periodic V(n) could be 
achieved via a “discrete rotation number.” 
The ideas of [3, 7,343 are very general and powerful, but require a good 
deal of nontrivial C*-algebra technique. We will present a simple and 
general treatment of gap-labelling, in the spirit of [9, 17,223; also 
Giachetti-Johnson [IS] for Lz. Briefly, the idea is as follows. Let Y be the 
hull of the potential q(t), respectively a(t), respectively, V(n); then Y is 
compact metric (see 1.1). If i is a real number in the resolvent of Li, then 
(via exponential dichotomy; see Sect. 3) one obtains a corresponding line 
bundle LA c Y x R2. This line bundle L;, induces a continuous map 
ii,: Y + P’(W) = projective l-space. The homotopy class of dj, depends only 
on the resolvent interval containing jU. For the operators L, and L,, one 
now proceeds exactly as does Schwarzmann [31]: one introduces an 
ergodic measure p on Y, and defines a certain homomorphism A, from the 
group H of all homotopy classes [dn] to the additive reals. One has: 
A,[#,] = a(A) = rotation number; the homomorphism A, just measures the 
“average winding” of #A. To discuss L,, one uses the suspension construc- 
tion (Sect. 5) to reduce to the real case. The gaps are labelled (for p a.a. y) 
by the image of H under A,, which is countable. 
We emphasize that the end result of our discussion (the homomorphism 
A,) and the applications we present have either already been discussed by 
Bellissard and company [2, 31, or are directly derivable from Connes [7]. 
(A possible exception is the inclusion of L, in our discussion.) Nevertheless, 
we like the directness and simplicity of our Schwarzmann-based approach, 
and feel that presenting it is worthwhile. This opinion is perhaps supported 
by the surprising power of gap-labelling. A typical application: let Y be a 
manifold with finite first cohomology group H’( Y, Z) (i.e., integer coef- 
ficients). Suppose that the support of the ergodic measure p is all of Y. 
Then for p a.a. y: the spectrum of L, is a half-line, and the spectrum of L, 
(which is unbounded both above and below) has at most one gap. See 
CT 31. 
The paper is organized as follows. Some definitions and notations finish 
Section 1. In Section 2, we discuss briefly the spectral theory of L,, mainly 
to introduce the Weyl m-functions and interpret them dynamically. In Sec- 
tion 3, we show that S,(n) has exponential dichotomy if and only if 2 is in 
the resolvent of Li. Section 4 deals with gap labelling for L, and L,; the 
reader interested in this subject may proceed directly there after glancing at 
the definitions. Extending gap labelling to the discrete operator requires the 
suspension construction, discussed in Section 5. Finally in Section 6 we 
consider the spectra of the half-line operators Lik. 
We end this introduction with some notation. Let Y be a compact metric 
space, and let T be a topological group. A T-flow (Y, T) is defined by a 
jointly continuous map T: Y x T-t Y satisfying r(y, 0) = y; ~(z(y, s), t) = 
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r( y, s + 1) for all y E Y, t, s E T. In this paper, T will always be either R! or Z. 
We will often use the notation r,(y) in place of r(v, s). 
Let Q: Y -+ CR, A: Y + ~42, R), and V: Y + R! be continuous functions, 
and let (Y, T) be a flow on Y. Define families of operators 
Then the corresponding systems are 
The system S, depends also on A E Cc; when necessary we indicate this with 
S,(A). 
The original operators Li generate families of operators of the type just 
considered. For example, if q(t) is uniformly continuous, let the hull of q, 
Y= cZs{q,s 1 s E R},where q3(t) = q(s + t) and the closure is in the compact- 
open topology. The flow z is defined by translation: r(q, s)= 4,?, and 
Q(q)=q(O). (Note that any bounded V,(n) generates a compact metric 
flow (Y, Z) and a continuous V: Y + IF!.) It is convenient here to begin with 
the compact metric flow (Y, T) and the continuous maps Q, A, V. 
1.1. Notation 
For y E Y and i = 1, 2, let @;(y, t) be the fundamental matrix solution of 
S,(v) such that Qi(y, 0) = Z. If i = 3, let 
i 
0 1 
> ( 
0 1 
@3(Y, n) = -1 -A+ V(z+,(y)) ‘.. -1 -;1+ V(y) > 
ifn>l, 
similarly if n < 0, and Q3(y, 0) = I. Then Qi: Y x T-+ SL(2, C) is a cocycle; 
that is, @ is continuous and @(y, t + S) = @(r,(y), s) @(y, t). 
The restriction that Q, A, V be continuous is made only for convenience, 
and can be weakened. For example, if V is bounded measurable function 
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on a probability space, then the study of G3 can be reduced to the study of 
a continuous cocycle m3 on a compact metric flox (Y, Z) (this follows from 
a standard construction, and in fact (Y, Z) is a shift). If T= [w, one can 
often start with noncontinuous Q, A and still obtain a continuous cocycle 
@‘i( y, t). It turns out that all results of this paper are valid if aj is con- 
tinuous; see [21] for details. 
1.2.. Remark. Let 1 E C be fixed. The equations S,(y) induce a flow on 
Y x C2 in the obvious way: (y, U, t) -+ (r,(y), @Jy, t) u). This flow is linear 
on the libers of the trivial vector bundle Y x C2. If A is real, the above for- 
mula defines also a flow on Y x IF!‘. We view [w* as embedded in C2 in the 
natural way: (LO), (0, 1) E II%’ are identified with (1, 0), (0, 1) E C2. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Say that equations S;(y) admit exponential dichotomy 
if there is a splitting Y x @* = V+ @ V, where V+ and VP are vector sub- 
bundles of Y x @* with the following properties: 
(i) if (y, U) E V+, then (r,(y), Qi(y, t)u) E V’ (t E T); i.e., the bundles 
V’ are invariant; 
(ii) there exist constants K, B independent of (y, U) such that: 
(y, U) E V+ * ll@i(y, t) ~(1 d Kemp’ (t E T), 
(y, u)e V-* IIQi(y, t)ull <Ke”’ (t E T). 
Of course, existence or nonexistence of exponential dichotomy depends 
upon R. 
We will use a fundamental result of Sacker-Sell [28,30] and Selgrade 
[32]. First a definition. 
1.4. DEFINITION. Say that (Y, T) is chain recurrent if it can be embed- 
ded in a larger flow (Y’, T) in such a way that Y is the w-limit set of a 
point y’ E Y’. This means that, for each y E Y, there is a sequence t, -+ cc 
such that y = lim, _ ocl z,,(y’); moreover, Y is exactly the set of points 
obtained in this way. (Remark: one defines the a-limit set in the same way, 
except that sequences t, + -cc are used.) 
1.5. THEOREM [28; 30; 321. Suppose (Y, T) is chain recurrent. Then 
equations Si( y) admit exponential dichotomy if and onIy if no equation Si( y) 
admits a nontrivial bounded solution; that is, if and only if 
~up~Il~~(y,t)u~ll<a,~u,=O (yeY,t~T). 
Of course, the Sacker-Sell-Selgrade result is valid for n-dimensional 
systems, not just 2-dimensional systems. 
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1.6. Important Remark. Suppose that equations S,(y) admit exponen- 
tial dichotomy. Then the bundles V’ both have dimension 1 (because 
det Qi(y, t) 3 1). 
We will need a corollary of another result of Sacker and Sell [29]. 
1.7. THEOREM. Let (Y, T) be any compact metric flow. Suppose that no 
equation Si( y) admits a nontrivial bounded solution. Then equations Sj( y) 
admit exponential dichotomy. 
This result is stronger than 1.5. It is proved as follows. Define ZC Y to be 
minimal if it is invariant, and every orbit {r,(y) ) -co < t < cc } is dense in 
I. A minimal set can be shown to be chain recurrent. The hypothesis of 1.7 
implies that equations Si( y) admit exponential dichotomy for y E I, where I 
is any minimal subset of Y. By 1.6, the bundles I” have always constant 
dimension 1. The result in [29] states that, under these conditions, the 
equations S,(y) admit exponential dichotomy over all of Y. 
1.8. DEFINITION. Fix AEC. The projective flow (Yx P’(C), T) 
corresponding to Gi is defined as follows: P’(C) is the space of complex 
lines containing (0,O) in C2, and the flow is given by (y, 1, t) -+ (t,(y), 
Qi(y, t) 1), where IE P’(C) and the notation has the obvious meaning. If 
1 E R, one gets also a flow on Y x P’(R). Note that the circle P’(R) is 
embedded in the 2-sphere P’(C) as a great circle. 
2. BASIC SPECTRAL THEORY 
Our goal in this section is to discuss in a unified way the spectral theory 
of the operators L,, Lz, L3. This material has been (to say the least) well 
studied. We include this section partly to introduce terminology needed 
later, and partly to show how the Weyl limit point is related to exponential 
dichotomy. 
All notation will be as in Section 1. In particular (Y, T) is a compact 
metric flow with T= R or Z, and Q: Y + R, A: Y + 42, R), V: Y + R are 
continuous. We have operators Li = Li( y) and associated systems 
Si= S,(y; A) (i= 1, 2, 3). 
We follow the Weyl-Titchmarsh-Kodaira [36, 35,231 approach to the 
spectral theory of the Li. The key ingredients of this approach are the 
following: the Weyl m-functions together with asymptotic estimates on 
them, and Green’s identity for L,. 
To begin the discussion of the Weyl functions, let u = (El) in equations 
Si, and define m = uz/uI. One obtains the following equations for m. 
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J&(Y): $+m2= -A+Q(z,(y)); 
4(y): ~=(-1.-F(r,(y))+E(r,(v))) 
- 2DM.4) m - (A + F(T,(Y)) + IT,)) m2 
if A(y) = D(Y) 
-F(Y)+EtY) 
1 
d&(y): m(n+ 1)+-= 
m(n) 
-A + Us,). 
We choose to view m as a coordinate on P’(C) = complex projective 
l-space. Note that m identifies P’(C) with the Riemann number sphere S2: 
if ZE P’(C) and (5;) is a non-zero vector in 1, then m(Z) = z2/z, E S2. In par- 
ticular (y) E f= m(E) = co. In 1.8, we described how the cocycle Gi(y, t) 
induces a flow on Y x P ‘(a=). It is clear that equation A$( y) simply 
describes this flow in the coordinate m. 
The advantage of introducing P’(C) is that the essential meaninglessness 
of the number m is made clear: it is the complex line represented by m 
which has geometric significance. 
In the statement of the following theorem we introduce the Weyl 
functions and give their relation to exponential dichotomy. 
2.1. THEOREM. Suppose 1 E @ with Im A # 0. Then equations Si(y; A) 
admits exponential dichotony. Write YxC2= V’(A)@ V-(A), where 
dim V*(A) = 1 (see 1.3). Let M,(y, A) be the m-coordinate of the complex 
line V*(A)n((y) x C’). Then SignImA.ImM,(y,/Z)= +l; A-+ 
M,(y, A) are the Weyl functions or M-functions of Li( y). 
2.2. Remarks. (a) Of course the M-functions depend also on i, but we 
only indicate it when necessary. 
(b) Fix y E Y and II with Im i #O. Let 0 #U = (z;) satisfy 
uZ/ul = M+(y, A). Let u(t) be the solution of S,(y; A) with u(0) = U. By 1.3, 
u(t)+0 exponentially as t -+ co, so u(t)c L2[0, a). Moreover u(t) is (up 
to constant multiple) the only nonzero solution of Si(y; A) in L*[O, co). 
This shows that Li= Li(y) is in the limit-point case at + co, and that 
M+(y, A) agrees with the usual Weyl m-function for Li (see, e.g., [S, 
Chap. 91). One can discuss M- (y, A) analogously. Note M,( y, L) = 
M,(Y, A). 
(c) It is worth noting that, by 1.3 and 2.1, the L2[0, 00) solution of 
Si decays exponentially if Im A # 0, and the decay rate is bounded away 
from zero independent of y. This is valid for any compact metric flow. 
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Proof of 2.1. First we write down the Green’s identities for Li = L,(y) 
(i = 1,2, 3), which will also be referred to later. 
2.3. Green’s Identities 
(i) Let 4, II/: [w + C be C’ functions. Then ji (L,#(x) I/(X) - 
d(x) L, $(x)) dx = (O(x) F(x) -d’(x) W)l:=o~ 
(ii) Let 4, Ic/: [w + Cz be C’ functions, and let ( , ) be the Euclidean 
inner product on C2. Then 
s bI(~2~~~)(~)-(~~~2~)(~)ld~=(~~(~)~2(~)-~2(~)~,(~))l~=.. a 
(iii) Let 4, II/:Z-+@. Then C;=, (L3q5(n)m--t,h(n)L,$(n)) = 
-- 
-0 + 1) $(n) + W + 1) 0) - d(m - 1) ti(m) + *(m - 1) 4(m). 
Returning to 2.1, we fix 1= c1+ i/? with /?#O. We first show that 
equations Si(y) have exponential dichotomy. By 1.7, it suffices to show that 
no equation Sj( JJ) admits a nonzero bounded solution. This we do if i = 2, 
leaving the other cases to the reader. 
Let 0 $ u(t) be a solution of S,(y); thus L2u= (LX + i/?) U. By 2.3(ii) with 
4=$=u, we get 2ipji jlul12dx=2iImu,u,)~=., which is bounded as 
a+ -cc and b+co. Hence MEL’ ((-co, co),@*),and by boundedness of 
u’(t) we have u(t)-,0 (ItI + XI). Hence f?co []~11~ds=O=-u(t)rO, a con- 
tradiction. 
Thus Yx C* = V+ @ V-, and we define M,(y, A) = m-coordinate of 
V* n ({y} x C’). It remains to show that Im M, (y, 2) have the required 
properties. We do not do this in the simplest possible way, but the method 
is instructive. We use the flow on 9?c = Yx P’(C), introduced in 1.8: 
((y, 0, t) --t (z,(y), @i(y, t) 0. Let B’ = {(Y, M,(.Y, A)): Y E Y} c %. Then 
B’ are invariant sets for the flow on Pc. 
The following claim follows easily from 1.3 and the fact that 
det Qi(y, t) z 1. It states that BC(Bp) is an attractor (repeller) in the 
language of Conley [6]. 
Claim. Suppose (v, 1) k B+, and let d be a metric on P’(C). Then 
d(B.,ycyj, Qi(y, t) I) --+ 0 as t + co, where of course Br&, = B- n (z,(y)} x 
P’(C). Similarly if (JJ, I) d B-, then d(B&,, Qi(y, t) I) -+ 0 as t + -co. 
Now we need only glance at equation &(,v). Suppose, e.g., Im 1> 0. If 
i = 1 or 2, and if m(0) is real, then Im m(t) < 0 for t > 0, t small. Also if 
K= l/m, then Im K(t) > 0 for t > 0, t small. Geometrically, this means that 
the disc bundle Y x {m 1 m = cc or Im m < 0} c 9c is mapped strictly into 
itself for small positive t, hence for all t > 0 (by the cocycle property of 
Qi(y, t)). Combined with the Claim, this implies that Im M_(y, A) t0 if 
ImA>O. 
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If i= 3, we substitute “t = 1” for “t small,” with the same result. 
One proves similarly the other parts of Sign Im 1. Im M,( y, A) = +l. 
This completes the proof of 2.3. 
We remark that 2.3 can be proven using only dynamical systems 
arguments; see [ 151. 
Now we state the needed asymptotic equalities for the functions M. We 
omit proofs. The equalities are standard if i = 1, and easy if i = 3. If i = 2, a 
proof is given in [ 151 which uses the Sacker-Sell perturbation theorem 
[30]. This proof generalizes immediately to our case, and also applies 
when i= 1. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. (a) Ifi= 1, then lim,,, M,(y, A)/&= 1, where 1 
is in any closed sector C not containing the positive I axis and the con- 
vergence is uniform on Y x C. 
(b) If i = 2, then lim, ~ m M,(y, A)= fi, where AEC=closed sector 
omitting the real axis, and the convergence is uniform on Y x C. 
(c) lf i= 3, then M,( y, A) are meromorphic at co, and 
lb + m M+(y, A) = 0, lim l-tm IMP(y,A)-(1/;1)~=O.IfZisasufSiciently 
small neighbourhood of co, then the convergence is unzform on Y x ,Z. 
Now fix y E Y, and consider the self-adjoint operators L,$ = L$ (y) 
defined on (certain dense subspaces of) L*[O, + co) by the following boun- 
dary conditions: (a) L: $ = @ with 4(O) = 0; (b) L:u = Au with u,(O) = 0 
(here u = (i;)); (c) L: 4 = 24 with #( - 1) = 0, L;4 = @ with #( 1) = 0. Also 
define monotone increasing, right-continuous functions p * (2) = pF( y, 2) as 
foilows: 
+ Im M:ty, O= 
- Im I s 
m dPi(l) 
-,-yiiq 
Imi>O, i=l,2, 
ImM:(y, 0= 
s 
co d&(J) 
Im I -rn 11-Z12’ 
1 
Im I*Im M;(y, I)= s 
uo &;(A) 
--m II-IIZ’ 
The functions p * (spectral functions) are unique if it is also required that 
p?(O)=O. 
2.5. THEOREM. There are unitary isomorphisms Ui: L*[O, _+ co) -+ 
L*(R, do’(A)) such that 
U,L,‘U,:’ = Mult,, 
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where Mult, means the operator of multiplication by A. In particular p:(A) 
increases exactly on the spectrum of L,* . 
Theorem 2.5 is proved via well-known arguments using Green’s identities 
and 2.4; see, e.g., [S, Chap. 9). The operator L2 is perhaps not as familiar 
as L, and LX, but it can be treated exactly like L,. The only essential dif- 
ference between L, and L, is that L, is not bounded below. The arguments 
for L, are sketched in [15]. 
We also consider the full-line operators Li= L,(y) on L*( - co, CO). The 
situation is slightly more complicated in that the spectrum can have mul- 
tiplicity 2, hence the spectral functions become 2 x 2 spectral matrices. 
Define 
M(Y,O=(~~~~ s$-) (Y,O (i=L2,3), 
and write 
Im WY, 1) 
Iml = s 
no dP,(Y, 2) 
-a (A-113 
(i = 1, 2, 3) 
where Pi(A) = Pi(y, A.) is a symmetric, 2 x 2 matrix-valued function such 
that Pi(A2) - PJA,) 2 0 if A2 > L,, and Pi(O) = 0. 
2.6. THEOREM. There are unitary isomorphisms Ui: L*( - CO, CO) + 
L*( R, C*, dPi(A)) such that 
U,L,U,:’ = Mult,. 
In particular the trace tr P,(A) increases exactly on the spectrum of L,. 
Once again we omit the proof. 
3. FULL-LINE SPECTRUM AND EXPONENTIAL DICHOTOMY 
In this section we consider the spectra of the full-line operators 
Li= Li(y). We show that, if the orbit {t,(j) 1 t E T} is dense in Y, then the 
spectrum of Li(j) is exactly the set where the equations S,(y) have 
exponential dichotomy. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let j E Y have dense orbit. Then A0 E 62 is in the resolvent 
of Li = Li(y) ly and only if equations Si( y) have exponential dichotomy 
(1 <i<3). 
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Proof First, note that, in all three cases, if the equations Si have 
exponential dichotomy, then there are solutions u + (t, 1,) E L*( (0, f co ), C’) 
such that u +(t, A,,) and u- (t, A,) are bounded apart in angle for 
- 00 < t < co. Thus we can write down a Green’s function for Li: for exam- 
ple, for L2 it is 
$ u-(X)OU+(Y) x< Y, 
G(x, Y, 4,) = 
a u+(x)Ou-(Y) x< Y, 
where W is the Wronskian of u- and u, , and a@ b is the 2 x 2 matrix 
u -P a(b, u). There are analogous expressions for G when i= 1 or 3. We 
conclude that & is in the resolvent of Li. 
Now assume that 1, is in the resolvent of Li(j). We must show that 
equations Si have exponential dichotomy. According to 1.7, we need only 
show that no equation Sj( y) has a non-zero bounded solution (y E Y). 
Suppose for contradiction that 3y E Y such that Si( y) has a nonzero 
bounded solution. Then & is in the spectrum of Li(y) (by the Weyl 
criterion [ 10, p. 14351). Let t, be a sequence such that t(j, t,) + y. Then 
M’(r( j, t,), I) + M’( y, I), uniformly on compact subsets of Im I # 0. 
Using [ 111, it follows that the measures de,(l) = tr dP,(~(j, t,), I.) (see 2.6) 
converge weakly to de(i) = tr dP,(y, 1). That is, if f: R + 58 is continuous 
with compact support, then j”;‘oo f(A) de,(i) + joO% f(d) de(i). However 
there is an interval I containing & such that I is in the resolvent of L,(j). 
The resolvent is invariant under translation of j, hence de, = 0 on I. It 
follows that de = 0 on I. But then by 2.6, 1, is in the resolvent of Li( y). This 
is a contradiction; 3.1 is proved. 
4. THE ROTATION NUMBER AND GAP-LABELLING 
Here we study gap-labelling for the operators L, and L2 (thus T= R 
throughout this section). We combine Theorem 3.1 with known facts about 
the rotation number-integrated density of states, and the results of 
Schwarzmann [ 311. This combination will produce a simple but powerful 
tool for relating the topology of Y to the spectrum of Li (i = 1,2), namely a 
certain homomorphism A p. In the guise of dimension homomorphism of a 
certain C*-algebra, A, has been studied by Connes [7] and applied by 
Bellissard-Lima-Testard [2,3] to the spectral theory of L,. What appears 
to be new here is the observation that A, is also the homomorphism 
defined by Schwarzmann in [31]. 
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First we consider the rotation number a(n) for 1 E R. In equations Si( y) 
(i= 1, 2), let r= IIuII, 19= tan-’ uz/u, be polar coordinates in the u-plane. 
Then 8 satisfies the following differential equation: 
8’ = cos2 8 + (A - Q(z,( y))) sin’ 8 (i= l), 
0’ = --II - F(z,(y)) - B(T,(~)) sin 28 + E(r,(y)) sin 20 (i=2). 
(4.1) 
Write f,(y, 0) =A.,i(y, 0) for the function on the right-hand side. We can 
and will view 9 as a coordinate on the projective space Pi (R) (thus 0 = 0 
and 8 = 71 are identified). Note that f;. is z-periodic in 0, hence defines a 
continuous function on the projective bundle 9 = Y x P’ (R), introduced in 
1.8. 
4.2. Notation, Assumption 
Fix an ergodic measure p on Y [26]. We assume in Section 4 that 
Supp p = Y, i.e., that ~(0) > 0 whenever 0 c Y is open. It is then an easy 
exercise to show that, for p-a.a. y E Y, the orbit (r!(y) ) t E T} is dense in Y 
(use the Birkhoff ergodic theorem [26]). 
4.3. THEOREM. There is a set Y, c Y of p-measure 1 with the following 
properties. (i) rf y E Y, and 19~ E R, then u(n) = del -lim, _ ,(0(t) - 0,)/t 
exists and is independent of (y, 0,) E Y, x R. Here 0(t) is the solution of (4.1) 
with 19(o) = 8,. (ii) The function 1 -+ a(J) is continuous, monotone increasing, 
and increases exactly on the spectrum of L,(y) (y E Y,). In particular the 
spectrum of Li( y) is constant p-a.e. (iii) If v is any invariant measure on B 
such that z(v) = p (where n( y, 0) = y), then a(A) = ---JJp fi( y, 0) dv(y, 0). 
There are at least three ways to prove Theorem 4.3. One way is to use 
the equality a(n) = r&(L), K(1) = integrated density of states (see, e.g., [ 11; 
this is just the Sturm theory). Then for L,, 4.3 is a Pastur-Ishii theorem 
[ 18,271. There are seems to be no essential difficulty in applying the proof 
of [ 18,271 to L2. A second way is to use the argument of Johnson-Moser 
[22], which with trivial modifications yields 4.3 for L,. This argument is 
applied to L, in [ 151, proving 4.3 for L,. Finally one can use C*-algebra 
arguments as in Shubin [34] and the aforementioned [3]. 
Since proofs of 4.3 for both L, and L, are given elsewhere, and since we 
have nothing new to say, we give no proof here. 
If p is the only ergodic measure on Y, then Y = Y, and the limit in 4.3(i) 
is uniform in ( y, 8,, t). 
Now suppose 2 E iw is in a gap for L.;, i.e., in an interval in the resolvent 
of L,. By 3.1 and 4.2, equations Si have exponential dichotomy, so 
Y x R2 = VT 0 VT for one-dimensional real bundles V;. In particular VT 
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defines a map QIR: Y + P’(R) via (b,(y)= V,+ n ((y> x Iw’). Define 
arg 4n(r,(y)) = def 0(t) for fixed y E Y. Then by 4.3(i): 
41) = ,‘imm -+ arg #JT,(Y)) (YE YJ. (4.4) 
The limit in 4.4 is exactly that considered by Schwarzmann. We now give 
a brief summary of his theory. 
Let X be the set of all continuous maps 4: Y -+ lF’( [w) = [w modulo 
rrE = (nn ) II = 0, kl,...}. One first proves that 
exists and is independent of y for p-a.a. y E Y. Call the limit (which is a real 
number) A,(#). One proves that, if 41 and & are homotopic in 2, then 
A,(h) = A,(h). M oreover we can multiply elements of 2 pointwise 
because P’(Oa) is a group: d1#2(y)=41(y) &(y). One shows that 
4W2) = A,(h) + AJh)* 
Let H be the group of homotopy classes of maps in Z’. From what we 
have said, A,: H + (W, +) is a homomorphism. Next suppose that 4 E 2 
can be written in the form #(y) = G(y) mod rc, where G: Y -+ R is con- 
tinuous. Then A,($) = 0. Let L be the subgroup of H defined by all such 
maps. Then H/Lgfi’( Y: H) = the group of all real Tech 1-cocycles which 
take integer values on integral Tech l-cycles. Then A, defines an additive 
homomorphism of A’( Y: E) into R!. 
Although we do not need to do so here, one can (with Schwarzmann) go 
further, and note that R’( Y: Z) generates A’( Y, [w), and that A, extends to 
a linear functional on k’( Y, [w). One can explicitly construct a real Tech 
cycle r] such that A,(b) = (4, q). If Y is a manifold and the flow is 
generated by a vector field, then v is the Ruelle-Sullivan cycle [7]. 
This finishes the discussion of [31]. Now we return to 4.4. We have 
d~)==A,(C4,1), (4.5) 
where [4,J is the class of d1 in A’( Y: Z). The class [iA] depends only on 
the gap containing 1; this follows from 3.1 and continuity of V; with 
respect to A (see, e.g., Coppel [8] or Sacker-Sell [ 301). As a consequence: 
4.6. Gap Labeling 
For p-a.a. ye Y: a(n) is constant in a gap in the spectrum of L,(y), and 
cl(i)EIm A,. (Since fi’( Y: Z) is countable, so is Im A,,.) 
Although the following results are known [2], they are worth repeating 
as illustrations of the power of 4.3 and 4.5. 
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4.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose A’( Y: Z) = {0}, or more generally contains 
only torsion elements. Then for p-a.a. y E Y, L,(y) has spectrum [A,, co) and 
L,(y) has spectrum (-00, n,]u [I,, 00) with 1, <,I,. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let Tor be the subgroup of torsion elements of 
I?‘( Y: Z), and suppose A’/Tor EH. Then for p-a.a. y E Y, the spectrum of 
Li( y) is a union of at most countably many nondegenerate closed intervals. 
The proofs are immediate from 4.3(ii), 4.5, and the fact that if 
[d] E I?‘( Y: Z) is a torsion element (i.e., [@I =0 for some n), then 
A,(d) = 0. 
Note that 4.7 applies if Y is a 3-sphere S3 and p is equivalent to 
Lebesgue measure on S3. 
5. GAP-LABELLING FOR L, 
Having considered gap-labelling for the continuous operators L, and L,, 
we now consider the discrete operator L3 (thus in this section T= Z). Let p 
be an ergodic measure on Y. We want a group H and homomorphism 
A: H -+ R such that A(H) labels the gaps of L3( y) for p-a.a. y. We will see 
that H= 8’( Y: Z), where Y is the suspension of Y. Moreover (with the 
notation of Sect. 4) A = A,, where 4 is the suspension of p. See below for 
definitions. 
5.1. Assumption 
As in Section 4, we assume Supp ,u = Y. 
Let us recall the well-known suspension construction (e.g., [12]). Let X 
be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let S: X+ X be a 
homeomorphism. Let X, = Xx R, and define S,: X, + X,: (x, t) -+ 
(Sx, t - 1). The group G = {S: 1 -cc < n -C co } acts freely and completely 
discontinuously on X1, hence the quotient X=X,/G is locally compact 
Hausdorff. We use [x, t] to denote elements of 2. There is a real flow 
(2, R) defined by QJx, t] = [x, t +s]. Note that the time-l map z1 satisfies 
Q, [x, t] = [Sx, t]. 
The flow (2, R) is called the suspension of (X, S). 
The following lemma (proof omitted) relates (2, R) to (X, S), and also the 
the translation flow (W, R), where K = unit circle and the flow is 
116 x R + H: (exp 2nit, s) -+ exp 2k(t + s). 
5.2. LEMMA. (i) Define i,: X + 8: x + [x, 01. Then i,o S(x) = t*1 0 i,(x) 
(XE X); that is, i, intertwines S and t*I. More generally i,: x--t [x, t] 
intertwines S and z*, . 
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(ii) Define p: 8-+ K: [x, t] -+ ez*ir. Then p intertwines the frows on 2 
and K:po~,=(Translution),~p (WEIR). 
The following lemma is easily proved. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let x E X have a dense orbit {S”x 1 ---co < n < 00 }. Then 
for each SE R, i,(x) has dense orbit (z*l(i,x) [ --CO < t < 00 ). 
Now let S: Y + Y be the time - 1 map y -+ rl(y). Let (Y, R) be the sus- 
pension of (Y, S). Define a measure fi on Y as follows. First define 
measures pr on Y via p,( f ) = S r ( fo i,) dp (t E IX!, f~ C( I’) = continuous 
functions on Y). Then Supp pL1c p-‘(exp 2nit), and pLr+ 1 =p, by 
invariance of p under S (f E R). Let m be Lebesgue measure on [0, 11, and 
define 
ic(f)=/ol I, dmW U-E C( m 
5.4. LEMMA. fi is invariant and in fact ergodic with respect to (2, R). 
Although ergodicity of fi is not entirely trivial, we omit the proof; we 
remark only that ergodicity of ,U and of Lebesgue measure m with respect 
to (W, R) are used. 
5.5. DEFINITION. Let E? be the group (under pointwise multiplication) 
of homotopy classes of continuous maps 4: Y-+ P’(R). The 
homomorphism A,: fi + R is defined just as in Section 4: Ap(#) = 
lim t--, ,(1/t) arg &f,(y)) for P-a.a. YE Y. 
Now we return to the coefficient matrix ( ?I -I: ,+)) in equations S,(y). 
We write Gi(y, 1) for this matrix function of y (for an explanation of this 
notation see 1.1). The function y 4 on(y, 1) is homotopic to the constant 
map y + (A y). It will be convenient to work with the following explicit 
homotopy: 
( 
cos a(s) sin a(s) 
-sin a(s) cos a(s) 1 
o<s<z, 
F,(YY 3) = 
( 
0 1 
-1 b(s) (-A+ VY)) > 
f<s< 1. 
Here a: [0, +] + [O, n/2 3 and b: [t, l] --f [0, l] are C” functions such that: 
(i) a(s) = 0 for s near 0 and a(s) = n/2 for s near +; 
(ii) b(s) = 0 for s near $ and b(s) = 1 for s near 1. 
Next recall from 1.2 that the cocycle @, defines a flow on Y x R2 via 
(Y, u) + (T,(Y), @,AY, n) u). Let SAY, u)= (T,(Y), GAY, 1) u), and suspend 
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(Y x [w2, S,). We get a vector bundle Y?lR2 with base space Y and projec- 
tion 71: [y, U, t] --) [y, t]. Moreover, for each I E [w, we have a flow which is 
fiber-preserving and linear on fibers in the obvious sense. 
5.6. LEMMA. The vector bundle Y;R2 is trivial, and in fact a specific 
trivialization is given by cl: [y, u, t] + ([y, t], F,(y, t) u). 
5.7. Remark. We can now define (for each 1 E [w) a real cocycle d(p, t): 
Yx [w + SL(2, [w) by conjugating with (TV: thus dA is defined by 
(z^t(Y), 6j.(P, ‘) U)=“j.oZoo,C’(~~ u)9 
where K refers to the flow (Y:Iw’, R). One finds that &J [y, 01, t) = 
F,(y,t)(O~t~l,y~Y),andhence~~([y,O],n)=~,(y,n)(y~Y,n~Z). 
Thus QE. is embedded in &A in a natural sense. 
The last item we consider before proving the main theorem of the section 
is the integrated density of states (IDS) K(A) for L,. For each y E Y, con- 
sider the boundary value problem 
L3$4=@ on L2[ -N, N], 
f$(-N-l)=&N)=O. 
(5.8) 
Then the IDS is 
where ~~(1) = number of eigenvalues 62 of 5.8. 
In the course of proving 5.9 below, we will show that K(i) exists and is 
independent of y for p-a.a. y, and that K(A) increases with A. These facts 
are known (e.g., Cl]). It is also known that K(1) increases exactly on the 
spectrum of L,(y), for p-a.a. y. We do not prove this; it is due to Pastur 
[27] and Ishii [18]. 
5.9. THEOREM. For p-a.a. y, K(A) is constant for A in a resolvent gap of 
L3( y), and K(1) E Im A,. 
Proof: Our argument generalizes that of Delyon-Souillard [9]. The 
methods of Herman 173 would generalize easily and prove 5.9. We 
emphasize that 5.9 was first pointed out in [3], with the C*-definition of 
A,. 
We investigate v,(A), and in particular find a formula for it in terms of 
the cocycle 6,. Let 2 = (y) E [w’, and let N> 2 be an integer. Let 0,( y, t) = 
arg(ACy, 01, t) ii) with e,dy, 0) = 42. 
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We claim that (1/7r)[n/2 - 0,(z_,(y), t)] 3 0 for all t 2 0, and that 
(i) v,(l)=integer part of +[r~/2-0~.(rr,(~), 2N)]. 
To see this, note first that p is an eigenvalue of (5.8) o 6,(z ~ J y), 2N) - 
7r/2 = 0 mod rc. Next let A 4 - 11 VJI m be large negative. Using 5.7 and the 
explicit form of F,(y, t), one finds 7c/2 > 8,(r -,&), t) > -7cj2 for all t > 0. 
Hence 0 = v,(i) = right-hand side of (i) if A 4 - 11 Vl( oo. Now let 1 increase. 
Using the form of Fn, one finds that A, > A, * f3,,(z-,(y), t) < 
8,,(t -,&), t) for all t 3 0, in particular for t = 2N. Combining all this gives 
(0 
Next fix I, and consider A,(j)= (d/dt) &($, t)ltco. By choice of F,, 
A,: P-P s/(2, R) is continuous, and &A is the fundamental matrix solution 
of 
(ii) u’ = A,(z*,(J)) r4 
with satisfies &n(P, 0) = I. 
If we express (ii) in polar coordinates (r, 0), we get a rc-periodic 
d-equation 0’ =f,(i, 0) completely analogous to the second equation in 
4.1. The proof of 4.3 in [22, 151 applies equally well here, and we get for 
,&a.a. p E Y and all o0 = 13(o) E R: 
(iii) -cl(A) =f lim O(t) - 00 = 
t 
fA d$ 
1-m 
fn(+,(Ph e(s)) dx 
Here D is any invariant measure on @ = Y x P -l(R) which projects to /i, 
and we used the Birkhoff ergodic theorem in the last equality. 
Let ?P={P~YI (iii) holds}. We claim that (y~Y1 [Y,O]EY~} has 
,n-measure 1. To see this, recall that p=jA pl dm(t). The family {p,) is 
therefore a disintegration of ,ii with respect to the continuous map p of 
5.2(ii), and hence p,( PO) = 1 for m-a.a. t (e.g., [4]). Since Eli is R-invariant, 
one has P~( Yp) = 1 for all t, and in particular pO( Yfi) = 1. This is equivalent 
to our claim. 
Now, in (iii), fix A and $ = [y, 0] E Y,. From the first and last terms in 
(iii) and from the preceding paragraph we get: 
-a(l) = lim ~A(~-&), 2W- 7@ for p-a.a. YE Y. 
N-cc 2N 
Combined with (i), this shows that K(A) is well defined for CL-a.a. y E Y, and 
equals (l/n) a(i). 
Finally, by 5.3 and 3.1, ;1 is in the resolvent of L2( y) *equations S, have 
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exponential dichotomy, for p-a.a. y E Y. It is easy to see that S3 have 
exponential dichotomy o equations (ii) have exponential dichotomy. 
Hence 1 E Resolvent L, a 
where #A: Y+ P’([w) is induced by, say, the expanding bundle V+ for (ii). 
This completes the proof of 5.9. 
5.10. EXAMPLE([g, 171). Suppose @?z) is almost periodic, i.e., 
cls( pm ) m E Z} = Y is compact in the uniform topology. Then Y is a com- 
pact abelian topological group with dense subgroup Z, and the only 
invariant measure on Y is normalized Haar measure p. The dual (charac- 
ter) group D(Y) may be identified with a subgroup {e2nia) of K. The sus- 
pension P is a compact abelian topological group of [w, and p = normalized 
Haar measure on f. The dual group D(E) is a subgroup of [w (the “fre- 
quency module”), and it turns out that D(Y) = {a E [w 1 eZrria E D( Y)}. In 
particular, 1 E D( P). 
Now the content of a classical theorem of Bohr (e.g., [ 13, Lemma 6.71) 
is that every continuous $: Y + K is homotopic to a character (a con- 
tinuous homomorphism of P to W). Hence Im A, is determined by the set 
of “half-characters,” i.e., continuous homomorphisms 6: Y+ P’( 1w). One 
obtains Im A, = (na ) CI E D( P)}. Thus this set labels gaps for L,(y) for 
p-a.a. y (in fact for all y because every orbit in Y is dense). 
5.11 
We discuss informally how one can compute Im A, from a knowledge of 
the group 2 of continuous maps 4: Y -+ P’( Iw). Let &E X, and identify do 
with c,&,oi;‘: {[y, 0) 1 YE Y} + P’(R). 
Suppose that C& has a continuous extension 6 to Y. Then $[y, t] = 
F(y, t) 4,,(y) (0 < t d l), where F Y x [O, l] + P’( [w) is continuous and 
F(Y, 0) = 19 F(Y, 1) = h(S(Y)) 40(Y) -’ (YE n 
Here S is the time - 1 map ri on Y. Thus y + &,(S(y)) . &l(y) is trivial, 
i.e., homotopic to a constant map. On the other hand, if (&,o S) 4;’ is 
trivial, then &, extends continuously to $! 
Now, two extensions ~,4r, b2 of c$,, to P need not be homotopic. However, 
q51([y,t])q52([y,t])-1=F(y,t) (O<t,<l, yoY) for a continuous 
F: Yx [0, 1] -+ P’(lR). It follows that Ap(q51)- Ap(&)=Ap(c,hl&l) 
depends only on the “winding” of F in the t-direction; that is, 
ApthI = A&) + m n E Z. 
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Putting together the two previous paragraphs, we see that Im A, may be 
computed as follows. Take maps #,, E X such that (& 0 S) 4;’ is trivial; 
compute Ap($) for one extension 6 of each such map &,; then Im A, is the 
subgroup of R generated by {rr} and all such numbers A,(&. Note that x 
will always be in Im A,, because if &[y, t])=rrl~p’(R) (O<t< l), then 
A&) = n. 
For example, let Y = K* = R2/H2 with S(x,, x2) = (xi + LX, x, +x2) for 
irrational a. Then S is a “Furstenberg homeomorphism” [ 141. Clearly only 
maps &, homotopic to (x,, x2) -+nx, extend to ? (FEZ). One computes 
Im A, = {n(na + K) 1 n, KE H}. This example is mentioned by Bellissard 
PI- 
6. THE HALF-LINE OPERATORS 
Our final project is to study the half-line operators L: and the 
corresponding functions A4 f . Let C:(y) be the essential spectrum of 
L’(y); i.e., those points in the spectrum of LF (y) which are not isolated 
point eigenvalues. Let y E Y have dense orbit. Suppose in addition that y is 
positive (negative) Poisson recurrent; i.e., lim, _ m r(y, t,) = y for a 
sequence t,-+ +cc (t,-+ -co). We show that, if n,~C\Z,t(y) 
(A,EC\X;(~)), then &EC\Z,+(~) (&,E@\Z;(~)) for all KEY. Our 
proof is based on an important argument of Hartman [ 161. We use the 
above result to complete the not entirely convincing proof of Proposition 
3.7 in [20]: if Y is minimal and y E Y, then Z:(y) = C;(y) = C\E, where 
E = {A E C 1 equations Si( A) have exponential dichotomy}. 
We then show that, if y is either positive or negative Poisson recurrent, 
then the spectrum of the full-line operator Li(y) is always essential. This 
generalizes a result of Pastur [27] and Ishii [ 181, which states that, if p is 
ergodic and Supp p = Y, then L,(y) has no isolated eigenvalues for p-a.a. y. 
It is perhaps worth noting that a bounded potential q, a, V, can give rise 
to isolated eigenvalues. For example, consider the Schrijdinger operator L, 
with Bargmann potential q(t) (see Moser [ZS]). Then L, has isolated 
eigenvalues. However, neither Poisson recurrence condition is satisfied. In 
fact, q(t) + 0 as t + + co, so Y = Hull(q) is a circle, and the flow on Y has 
exactly one fixed point which attracts all other orbits. 
6.1. DEFINITIONS. Let y E Y. Then the w-limit set Q(y) = { j E Y I 
y=lim n-4) r(y, t,) for a sequence t,, -+ +cc f. The a-limit set A(y) is 
defined similarly, using sequences t, + --co. Both Q(y) and A(y) are 
invariant. 
The following lemma is easily proved. 
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6.2. LEMMA. If y E Y, then y is positive (negative) Poisson recurrent if 
md on/Y if Y E NY) (YE A(Y)). 
6.3. Remarks. (a) Recall the functions M,(y, 1) = M,(y, A) and 
representing measures dp+ introduced in Section 2. It is well known (e.g., 
Duren [ 111) that M+ (y, n) extends meromorphically through an interval 
(11,) &) c [w if and only if p * has only isolated jump discontinuities on 
(A,, A,). However, this last is true if and only if the essential spectrum 
C’(y) of L:(y) does not intersect (i,, &) (2.5). 
(b) Fix YE Y, and suppose (,?,,&)nZ:(y)=@. Let AE(~,,&). It 
follows in a well-known way from Green’s identities (2.) that the equation 
(L+(y) - A) q = 0 has, up to constant multiple, one and only one square- 
integrable solution v & 0 on [0, co) (e.g., [IS, Chap. 91). This solution q 
induces a solution u(t) = (;;I:; ) of Sj( y, J.) (e.g., if i= 1, then u = ($). One 
can show that u2(0)/u,(O) = M, (y, A). Moreover, using the boundedness of 
the coefficients Q, A, V, one obtains Ilu(r)/l -+O as t+ +co. Analogous 
statements hold for L;t (y) and M- (y, 1) as t+ --co. 
Next recall the coordinate m: lp’(C) --f S2 = Riemann sphere introduced 
in Section 2. Let E = (1 E @ ( equations S,(1) admit exponential 
dichotomy}. Then E is open (e.g., Coppel [S]), and contains C\rW (2.1). 
For I E @\I%!, we defined M,( y, A) to be the m-coordinate of the complex 
line defined by the corresponding invariant subbundle (Sect. 2). We extend 
M, to Y x E with exactly the same definition. Then M, are jointly con- 
tinuous in (y, A) (e.g., Sacker-Sell [30] ). 
6.4. PROPOSITION. For each y E Y, A + h4, ( y, A): E -+ S2 is mero- 
morphic. 
For i= 1 or 2, a proof of Proposition 6.4 is given in [ 19, Sect. 31 (the 
assumption there that Y have a dense orbit is not essential). If i= 3, we 
omit the proof, and remark only that one can use perturbation theory of 
the analytic family of bounded linear operators ( Qlf)( y) = 
(_o, - A&~(Y) for feC(Y, C’). 
6.5. Remark. Let YE Y. It follows from 6.3(a) and 6.4 that 
L$(y)nE=a. 
Now we want to discuss less obvious properties of .Z’: (y). We will use 
the following geometric discussion of the M-functions. 
6.6. Discussion. Fix y E Y, and let b,: @\C,‘( y) + S2 be the 
meromorphic function which equals M, (y, 2) for Im 1# 0. Let I1 < 2, E Iw 
satisfy (A,, 1,) n Z,+(y) = 0. Note that (a) Im 1. Im b,(1) > 0 for Im 2 # 0, 
and moreover (b) &(A) E 08 u { 00 } c S2 for A E (A,, 1,). Here as always we 
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use the m-coordinate. The set R u {cc } is a great circle in S* (it is the 
image under m of P’(R) c P’(C)). 
As 1 increases in (A,, A,), we see that (c) the point b,,(J) rotates without 
rest in the direction of increasing m (because of (a)). Another way of saying 
this is that, if B = tan-’ m is a polar coordinate on R u {co}, then 13(n) = 
arg b0(i2) = def tan ~ ’ b,(l) is strictly monotone increasing. 
Analogous remarks hold for M_(y, A); the important difference is that 
0(n) is strictly monotone decreasing. 
The following lemma is fundamental. Its proof reduces to one-half of a 
proof of Hartman [16]. 
6.7. LEMMA. Fix y E Y, and suppose (A,, A,) n C:(y) = 0. Let s, + co 
be a sequence such that z( y, s,) + j E Y. Then (d, , A.,) n Cz (j) = 0. 
Similarly s,-+ --OCI and t(y,s,)+j imply that (A,,&)nZ;(j)=@ if 
(&d2)nL3~)=0. 
Proof: We consider only the case s, + +co. 
First, fix SE T, and let b,(i) be the meromorphic extension of 
M+(z,(y, A) to C\C,+(z,(y)). For IE (A,, A,), let u(t) be the solution of 
Si( y, ,I) discussed in 6.3(b). Clearly b,(k) = u2(s)/uI(s). This implies in par- 
ticular that 
C,‘(Ts(Y)) = -c(Y) for all s E R. (A) 
Next let ?A denote the flow on 9 = Y x P’(R) induced by equations S,(n) 
(1~ (I,, A,); see 1.8). Then the equation b,(A) = u2(s)/ul(s) can be 
expressed as follows: fl((y, b,(l)), s) = (7,(y), b,(i)). We will use the 
following corollary of this fact. Let p E P’(R), and choose the arguments 
B(p), @(b,(l)) so that 0~ O(p)-@b,,(A)) -=z rc. Then with p(s) defined by 
~A(Y, P), s) = (T,(Y), P(S)), we have 
0 G ~(P(s)) - ‘%bs(A)) < 71 (s E T). (B) 
Now write s0 = 0, y,, = y, y, = z( y, s,), b,(k) = b,(A). Let pnr respectively 
p be the spectral functions of b,,(l), respectively, M, (y, A) (2.6). The 
measures dp,, dp are unique with respect to the property of representing 
b,, M, (1, A)) in the sense of 2.6 (see, e.g., [ 111). Using the Helly theorem 
([S] or [ll]), we find that I:mfdpn+jOOEfdp for every continuous 
f: R + R of compact support. 
From (A) and 6.3(a), we see that pn = const. on (A,, A,), except perhaps 
for isolated jump discontinuities. These discontinuities are exactly the poles 
of b,(l) (11). Let C&, x21 t &,M b e a compact subinterval. We will 
show that 
the number of discontinuities of p,, on [x1, x2] is bounded 
independent of n. (Cl 
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It follows from (C) and the preceding paragraph that p is constant on 
(A,, A,) except for isolated jumps, and this implies 6.7. 
We must prove (C). Let XE [x,, x2], and choose a closed interval 
[a,, oz] = Ic (I,, 1,) such that TE ((TV, g2) and arg &(a,) - arg &(a,) < 71. 
Of course we choose arg b,(l) to be continuous in I E I. Then b,(l,) = cc 
for at most one lo E I (6.6(c)). We will show that 
for s 2 0, b,s(A) = cc for at most four points L 15 I. CD) 
Using (D) and compactness of [I,, &I, one obtains (C). 
To prove (D), we consider the regular boundary value problem: 
L,b=@ with #(O)=&s)=O, or L2u=Au with u,(O)=u,(s)=O, or 
L3 4 = 14 with d( - 1) = d(s + 1) = 0. We will prove that 
Each boundary value problem has at most two eigenvalues in 
I= c~I,a,l. (El 
A moments thought, using the equation h,(l) = u,(s)/u,(s), (B), and 6.6(c), 
shows that (E) + (D). 
We prove (E) by repeating Hartman’s argument [ 163. We consider only 
the operator L,; the others can be handled similarly. Suppose for con- 
tradiction that there are three eigenvalues pI < pz < p3 in I of the indicated 
boundary value problem. Let u,(t) (1 < i < 3) be corresponding normalized 
eigenfunctions, so that JS, ( uj, u,) dt = 6,. If there exists ;I, E Z such that 
bo(&)= 00, let ii(t)E L2 ([0, co), R2) satisfy L,ii= &ii with u,(O)=O. 
We can find constants c, , c2, c3, not all zero, such that z = C:= 1 ciui 
satisfies the following linear conditions: (i) z,(s)=O; i.e., z(s) =O; (ii) 
j;(z,ii)dt=O. D f e me z(t) =0 if t >s, and note that z is then in the 
domain of L = L:(y). 
NOW define $ = Lz - i(oI + a,) z. Note that z is orthogonal to II in 
L’([O, a), C’), and that the spectrum of L restricted to the orthogonal 
complement (G}’ of tl in L2 ([0, co), C’) does not intersect Z. Hence by the 
spectral theorem [lo]: l; (Ic/, Ic/) dt >~(n2-~1)2~~ (z, Z) dt. On the 
other hand, j; (Ic/, II/> dt =Ji (JI, ti> dt =I,‘=, /ci12 jpi-i(o, +a,)*( < 
~(~2-crI)2C,‘=, Ic~/~=$(~,--G,)~~~ (z, z) dt,acontradiction.Thisproves 
(E), and 6.7. 
6.8. Remarks. (a) The proof of Proposition 3.7 in [20] is clarified as 
follows. Let &E C\Z;(y) for r~ Y, and assume Y is minimal. By 6.7, 
II, I$ Z,t (y) for all y E Y. Hence every equation Si(y, 1,) has a solution 
u f 0 such that Ilu(t -rO as t -+ +co. However, this implies that 
equations Si( y, 1,) have exponential dichotomy (see [ 20, 2.123 ). 
(b) We conjecture that, if y is positively and negatively Poisson 
stable and has dense orbit, then Zc,+ (y) = Z;(y) = E. One might try to 
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prove this by showing that the family {A + M, (y, A) 1 j E Y} of 
meromorphic functions on C\Z,+(y) is normal. Warning: this is false for a 
Bargmann potential q(t) and in fact y + M, (y, A,): Y + S2 is not con- 
tinuous if I, is an eigenvalue of ( -&/dt2) + q(t) on L2(lJ!). 
Now we prove our result on nonexistence of eigenvalues for L,(y). 
6.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose jj E Y is positive or negative Poisson stable. 
Then the full-line operator Li(j) has no isolated eigenvalues. 
Proof. Suppose, e.g., j is negative Poisson stable. Replacing Y by 
cls{7,(j) ( t E T), we can suppose that the orbit of j is dense in Y. 
Suppose for contradiction that A0 is an isolated eigenvalue of L,(j). Let 
D c C be a disc centered at & and containing no other points in the spec- 
trum of L,(j). Using 3.1 and 6.3(a), one sees that C:(y) n D = 0 for all 
YE Y. 
The functions M, (y, A) are meromorphic on D for all y E Y. Let c(y) = 
M, (y, A,). It is easy to see that B = { y E Y ( Li( y) has no eigenvalue at A,} 
is closed (use the measures tr dP, of 2.6). Hence the complement Y1 of B is 
open, and also dense because it contains {71(j) [ t E T). This implies that 
c(y) = AL (y, A,) on the open dense set Y,. 
Now C(Y) = lim, + m M+(Y, A0 + (l/n)) is a pointwise limit of continuous 
functions, hence has a residual set i;; of continuity points. The cocycle Qi 
generated by equations Si( y, 1) depends continuously on 1, and hence Y, is 
invariant: T,( Y,) = Y, for all t E T. Let Y3 = ( y E Y ) (z,(y) ) t < 0} is dense 
in Y}; then Y, is also residual. Choose j E Y, n Y2 n Y,. 
Next let J= cls{ (7,(j), c(7,(3)) ) t E T) c Y x [Fo’([w) = 9’. Then J is com- 
pact and invariant with respect to the flow ? on 9. Moreover (using 
invariance of Y,), J is the a-limit set of (y, c(p)), and hence J contains a 
residual set of points p such that {ft(p) ( t 6 0} is dense in J. Fix such a 
point pO. 
Let Bi( y) be the coefficient matrix in equations Si( y, A,). If 1 E P’(R), let 
.#XY, 4 = (B,(Y) u,,, u,)/(u,, u,), where 0 #uOeZ. Then if I)z+,JI = 1 and 
u(t) solves Si( y, A,) with u(O) = ZQ,: 
In Ilu(t = j’fAi,(y, 1)) ds, 
0 
i= 1, 2, 
f-l 
In Ilu(t = c .I-dfk(Yv O)> 
k=O 
t > 0, 
h IIu(t)iI = - c f3(?-k(y, l))? t <o. 
k=O 
Let U = Jn ( Y, x P ‘(Iw)); then U c J is open, dense, and invariant. 
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Moreover p E U S= In 1) u( t)ij + --co as t + &co. By Baire category, there is 
an integer N and an open U, c U such that l&f,(?,(p)) ds<N for all t E T 
and p E U, (here we assume i = 1 or 2; if i= 3 use the sum). Also 
J:,f,(z”,(p,)) ds = -j~lfi(z”,(?,(pO))) ds -+ --co as t -+ --co; here p0 is the 
point fixed previously. However, s,(p,) E U1 for arbitrarily large negative t, 
and this gives a contradiction. This completes the proof of 6.9. 
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